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Annual Programme Report1  

For the Year (2016) 
 
 
Programme Code and Title: Diploma for Graduates In Advertising 
 
Department/School/Division: Marketing Department / School of Business 
 
Year of Introduction: 2014 
 
 
1. Student Enrolment and Completion Trends 

 
 
(a) Provide information on student numbers enrolling and completing over the period the 

programme has been offered with respect to the following: 
 
 

Year 
Predicted 
Numbers 

Total 
Headcount Full-time Part-time Withdrawn Year 1 Year 2 Completions EFTS 

2014 4 9 8 1 0 9 0 8 6.0 

2015 7 10 8 2 0 9 1 9 9.0 

2016 10 10 8 0 0 8 2 - - 

2017 8 - - - - - - - - 

2018 8 - - - - - - - - 

2019 8 - - - - - - - - 

 
 

 
(b) Discuss the data and comment on any anomalies such as disparity between the predicted 

student numbers (in the original proposal) and actual numbers.   
 

o The Diploma has been successful, and has exceeded predications. As a highly 
integrated high performance graduate offering in a sub-specialisation of 
marketing, it has a distinctive proposition for students from a wide range of 
disciplines. It offers students the opportunity to tailor-make individual 
programmes with courses from any discipline on campus. While new options, 

                                                 
1 The University of Otago uses Annual Programme Reporting to track the progress of a new (conditionally approved) 
programme in preparation for its Graduating Year Review (GYR). A GYR is normally completed within three years of the 
graduation of the first cohort of students from a programme. The successful completion of a GYR is required by the Committee 
on University Academic Programmes (CUAP) to confirm programme approval. 
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such as the Taught Masters in Marketing will offer attractions from 2017 
onwards, the dedicated depth of the proposition of a specialisation will have a 
sustained appeal for students with a pronounced interest in advertising.   

 
 
 

(c) If the programme has not yet started, explain why not and discuss future plans. 
o It has started in 2014. 

 
 

2. Changes made to the Programme since Introduction 
 

(a) Mention and explain any significant changes (from the original proposal) that have been 
made to the programme since its introduction such as: deletion of papers; introduction of 
new papers; regulation changes; changes to the Graduate Profile; changes to the 
assessment regime.    
 
There have been no significant changes to the programme in 2015. The department has 
substituted 400 papers as a joint module of two 10-point parts with a general label of 
MART 4xx Advanced Marketing Topic, and returned to the single dedicated 20-point 
paper, in the case of the Advertising Specialisation MART 469 Advertising Planning and 
Concept Development. This is only a change in coding, not in content. The core MART 330 
Creative Marketing Communication paper has been a special topic paper until 2016, and 
is confirmed to be a standard paper from 2017 with the code / title MART 333 Creative 
Marketing Communication 
 

(b) If any changes were reported on in a previous Annual Programme Report, comment on 
their ongoing adequacy and appropriateness. 

 
o No Changes 

 
 

3. Plans for Monitoring Programme Quality 
 

Comment on the processes that are in place to monitor programme quality and gather 
evidence in preparation for the programme’s Graduating Year Review (GYR). Points to 
consider (with reference to the original proposal) include processes in place for ensuring: the 
stated goals of the programme are being achieved, graduate attributes are being met and 
learning outcomes achieved, content and delivery is appropriate; student satisfaction is 
measured; employer/industry or professional acceptability is being gauged; external 
moderation/review is taking place.  
 
Comments on the processes that are in place to monitor programme quality. Processes in 
place for ensuring quality includes the following points:  
 
1. Personal, interactive and programme graduate attributes:  

 
Personal attributes: 
 
 

• high level skills of analysis, critical thinking and problem solving in the context of ideation in 
advertising, [critical thinking, scholarship]  
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o in MART 330 the practical and theoretical foundations for the analysis of 
communication and behavioural change are taught.  The course has a substantive 
component that introduces skills in criticality in the context of idea-making, in 
history, current practice and futures in idea making. This is extended in more 
complex contexts in MART 469;  

 
• a willingness to continue learning new skills, [lifelong learning] 

 
o the core courses of the dedicated diploma are situated in a rapidly changing digital 

and mobile environment. They reflect planning and idea making as an adaptive and 
fluid art, but also requires students to feel the urgency to see knowledge acquisition 
in this discipline as a continuously ongoing concerns.   

 
• a tolerance for diversity of intellectual creativity and different paradigms, [interdisciplinary 

perspective] 
 

o The Diploma for Graduates in Advertising by nature of the discipline has incoming 
graduates with and from business, humanities and science backgrounds, and a 
diversity of aspirational and vocational talents in commerce, art, writing and 
programming. This means that the tolerance for the distinctive paradigms related the 
variety of previous tertiary trajectories is embedded both on the consumer side of the 
study, and in the content of the programme.   

  
• a basic readiness to be a change agent and make purposive ideas in business contexts, [lifelong 

learning, communication] 
 

o Advertising as the creative intervention for behavioural change in business contexts 
requires intellectual, conceptual and imaginative bravery to challenge a status quo in 
the market and the perceived best practice in for profit and not for profit 
environments. The programme instils the basic attitude and skills to achieve this in 
theory and critical cycles.      

 
• an international perspective to knowledge, [global perspective, cultural understanding, 

scholarship] 
 

o The core Diploma components are informed by the latest developments in the 
disciplines, primarily from Australia, Europa and USA. The course books and texts 
introduce a diverse global perspective and combine consumer-oriented and strategic 
business scholarship. 

 
• an awareness of ethical issues. [ethics] 

 
o Ethical and aesthetical considerations are taught as an integral part of the planning 

and creative process, often in urgent living contexts. This includes the negotiations of 
impact in key performance indicators in communication and business returns and 
cultural and societal resonance of communication interventions.  

 
Interactive attributes:  
 
 

• the ability to productively consider multi-disciplinary solutions, [interdisciplinary perspective] 
 

o The digital platforms that are tailor-made for the core advertising courses in the 
University of Otago enable students to learn and express themselves across written, 
visual, still and moving output.  
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• the ability to combine academic learning in high level praxis, [interdisciplinary perspective, 
lifelong learning] 
 

o The content in the core courses is always embedded in industry and or awards 
briefings, and supported by the best practitioners in the industry across the globe. At 
330 level this includes collaboration with the best local agencies and their staff in 
New Zealand. At 469 level it includes collaboration with the best international 
practitioners in shared interactive platforms.  

 
• the capacity to work at speed in creative projects that are externally calibrated, [self-motivation, 

communication] 
 

o The digital platforms, primarily based on blended teaching designs and internal peer 
reviewing with defined business reflections, provides a proven context for operating 
at speed in deep, shared and fast cycles that are reflective of near-future praxis of 
students.  This design promotes the committed motivation to show work in 
transparent platforms and communicate in relational styles that are effective. All 
projects and activities in the core papers are externally calibrated and reviewed on a 
case by case basis. 

 
• the ability to work in teams, in internally and externally competitive environments, 

[teamwork] 
 

o The core papers enable three types of collaborative creation: individual and reflective, 
in open online communities that show standards and best practice and in small 
dedicated teams. The flexible digital options allow each projects (weekly in MART 
330, in longer cycles in MART 469) to be set up to fit the theory acquisition and 
practice.  

 
• advanced relational skills, especially in business, [teamwork, communication] 

 
o The theoretical themes are connected in the creative industry, often both on the brand 

and agency side, and always provide the opportunity for close live interaction. This 
opens up the business culture, and gives students a preview of the relational skills 
required in this vocational stream. 

• the ability to embrace and continue to advance digital innovations. [lifelong learning, 
information literacy] 
 

o MART 330 has the most advanced interactive platform, initially based on the digital 
innovation of the CALT grant, made in close collaboration with HDEC’s 
programmers. It is arguably the most sophisticated blended university course in the 
Southern hemisphere in a business school. It offers the opportunity to work across 
representational modalities in fast returns at accelerated digital speed.    

 
 
Specific programme attributes: 
 
 

• the ability to sustain the production of many ideas, dispose of bad ideas quickly, and develop 
promising concepts, [critical thinking, information literacy] 
 

o Critical thinking and the formulation of critical responses is a core component of the 
theory, in weekly progressions of critical theory. This includes both reflective 
responses and feed-forward contributions to improve insights and ideas.  

 
• the ability to be gritty in the progression from concept to execution, [self-motivation] 
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o Persistence in developing a multitude of insights and ideas, to improving the best on 

the context of peer criticality, is part of the cultural creative setting of grittiness. 
Tapping into the self motivation to accept cyclical improvements is a key attribute in 
advertising, as the business of behavioural change.  

 
• the capacity to include form, expression and aesthetics in general as an integral component of 

strategic thinking. [communication] 
 

o The component courses by nature offer the most aesthetic courses in the School of 
Business, in visual and textual representation. Conceptual and strategic development 
are featured in combination in the vast majority of projects.  

 
 

2. achieving learning outcomes: 
 
o The learning outcomes are consistently in the cycle of creative work and subsequent 

critiques in each of the component core papers of the Diploma for Graduates, as 
follows: 

 
• Be able to strategically initiate multi-media expressions. 
• Be able to produce a flow of ideas and market interventions for purposive behavioural 

change. 
• Be able to conceptualise purposive ideas with an aesthetic sensibility. 
• Be able to develop digital and mobile engagement planning as a driver for business 

innovation. 
• Be able to design physical and digital experience spaces in the wider field of cultural 

production.  
• Have developed a habit of curiosity in the past, present and future of:   

O creative thinking 
O critical thinking 
O reflective thinking.   

• Be able to productively apply academic theory at the cutting edge of praxis in creative 
industry. 

• Be capable to ideate at speed in transparent online collaborations as a digitally capable native.  
• Have produced a portfolio of interventions that defines their singular vocational identity as 

proof of a critical creativity.  
 
  

3. appropriate content and delivery: 
 

o the curriculum is constantly evolving an on point, theory is contemporary and 
updated. It means that 90% of the books and texts in the curriculum of all classes is 
not older than 2014.  In any year on average 10% of the readings are not yet published 
at the start of the courses, and content is integrated as it comes appears and shapes 
practice.  

 
4. measuring student satisfaction: 

 
o students have evaluated the courses highly, even though they represent some of the 

toughest and most intense challenges across the courses. The innovative rendition 
and teaching itself has been praised as is reflected in the nominations of the lecturer 
for the OUSA Teaching Awards. Alumni readily and in substantive numbers 
participate in the external reviews of the projects of their successive students in the 
specialisation: a sign of their esteem for passing on their experience.  
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5. gauging of employer/industry or professional acceptability: 
 
o The Diploma is Endorsed by the industry association CAANZ 
o Alumni of the Otago Brandbach have found employment with agencies, digital 

consultancies, and as brand managers both in New Zealand, Australia and Europe. 
The specialisation gives them to option to take a step up from scantily paid 
internships to immediate jobs, especially in the creative and account planning roles.  

o Reactions from industry on the most recent performance of students in the  
specialisation is based on involvement and interaction in all courses components: 
 

/ ‘The Brandbach curriculum almost makes me want to be a student again. But I don't think I could 
manage the toast diet anymore. These guys are good!’ Anishka Jelicich  - Public Affairs Manager, Pernod 
Ricard Winemakers. 
 
/ ‘Students from Brandbach are unique, they deeply understand the insight without losing sight of an 
idea. As an ex-Scarfie, it's also nice to know these guys can still hold their own in the studio, the 
boardroom and most importantly the bar.’ Sam Stuchbury - Founder and Creative Director, Motion 
Sickness Studio.  
 
/ ‘We've loved working with the Otago Brandbach in 2015. The students’ insights and output have 
been nothing short of exceptional! It's exciting to see!’ AJ Tills -  Marketing Manager, Uber. 

 
/ ‘It’s been fun and a great pleasure to work in a team with the passion and curiosity that this 
industry really needs!’ David McCallen  - Planning Director, Colenso BBDO. 
 
/ ‘The Brandbach students had a keen understanding of digital marketing and brought insight 
and passion to a project that burned brighter than a Dunedin couch.’ Wade Cowin - Creative Director, 
RESN.  
 
/ ‘Wow. I don't believe I would have produced anything as professional and well-thought through at 
the same stage in my life. They were fearless in the face of a bunch of grown-ups. Passionate, 
authentic and full of quality fresh ideas!’ Sue Anderson - Consumer Prepay Manager, Vodafone Mobile. 

 
/ ‘The Bach may be an imaginary cottage, but these students have real talent. It was a joy and an 
inspiration - not to mention damn impressive - to see their work and their progress from cutting 
insight to polished output.’ Heidi Hackemer  - Founder and Strategy Director , Wolf & Wilhemine NY 
 
  
6. external moderation/reviews: 

 
o Every project is externally moderated. In MART 330 this includes weekly projects that are 

digitally gathered in fast cycles, and externally moderated with clear indications and 
celebrations of excellence. This is preceded by internal peer reviews in transparent platforms. 
In MART 355 this includes staged industry reviews for a full year project. In MART 469 it 
includes internal critiques, prereviewing by internationally acclaimed strategists, planers and 
concept thinker from the USA and Australia, and competitive presentation to awards judges. 
This means that we measure resonance of quality based on external comparison with 
competing universities and tertiary institutions.   
 
 

 
4. Highlights and Issues 
  

(a) Comment on what is going well and identify any examples of good practice such as 
learning and assessment activities, employer involvement, or special projects, which 
may be helpful to other programmes or boards of studies. 
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(b) What is going well: 
 
o The University of Otago’s Advertising Specialisation has achieved a premium 

positioning, both in its distinctive external brand reputation as the Brandbach, 
and in the well-rounded senior level and contemporary cutting edge capabilities 
of its alumni.  At a long tern strategic level it aims to be the best advertising 
specialisation in the Southern hemisphere.   

 
(c) Identifying Examples of Good Practices 

 
o The component course elements celebrate individual excellence in open and 

transparent digital platforms.  This means that individual efforts can always be 
compared to best practice in class. This instils aspirational efforts at a lecture 
level.  

 
(d) Learning and assessment activities 

 
o Assessment is formulated in the same dimensions across all component courses 

in the Diploma for Graduates, including the compulsory MART 330 and MART 
469, and the recommended MART 355 full year projects. The structured learning 
and staggered introduction of incremental theory during the year allows 
students to tackle incrementally more complex problems.  

 
(e) Employer involvement  

 
o Students in the Diploma for Graduates on average have industry interaction 

with some 20 different brands and their agencies, in projects and award 
competition. The collaboration in content with industry partners offers 
employers the opportunity to see the best Scarfies with an advertising passion in 
action. Vice versa, embedded live projects provide students with the chance to 
sense a diversity of business cultures and their potential attractiveness for 
individual vocational futures. It is not rare for visiting brand managers, planners 
and creative to actively reference their human resources needs both in class and 
in open presentations based on the Brandbach connections. This includes 
presentations on campus in collaboration with the career office by industry 
organisations like CAANZ, and individual advertising agencies with a dedicated 
HR department and recruitment drive like Colenso BBDO. The Diploma for 
Graduates in Advertising has also proven to provides students with an inside 
track to start the career ladder beyond internship level.  

 
(f) Special Projects 

 
o The integrated specialisation allows students to work on a broad range of digital 

projects in MART 330, deep full year projects of 36 points in MART 355, which 
include dedicated theoretical advances, and participation in local and 
international awards and advanced projects in MART 469. Students have been 
nominated for the Singapore Spikes, have won the Australian Planning Awards 
twice, and the Marketing Student of the Year in New Zealand. In 2016 the 
curriculum includes participation in 3 awards competitions, individually or in 
teams. This means that beyond the engagement with industry and their senior 
staff, as a form   

 
 

(c) Comment on any particular issues that have arisen and what is being done to respond to 
and improve upon them. 
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o Conceptually, the Brandbach is created as a strategic response to the demands of 
an accelerated digital curriculum and new hybrid ways of learning, while 
cementing it in the distinctive context of Dunedin Scarfie culture. The objective is 
to make a highly connected globally calibrated course menu, while providing a 
context in peer culture that can only be experienced in the University of Otago. 
For this reason, the class spaces are carefully chosen in traditional theatres, and 
across campus such as the School of Art. In the face of MOOC’s the idea is not to 
make a digital distance theatre, but to make the most of collegial peer culture, 
use Scarfie expressiveness as a source of pride and a competitive advantage. This 
leveraging of local creative culture and global digital outreach has potential for 
renditions in other disciplines.  

 
 

(d) Particular Issues that have arisen and what is being done to respond to them and 
improve upon them.  
 

o The University of Otago’s reputable advertising specialisation is presented in the 
most optimal format as a Diploma for Graduates. It allows for an integrated 
flexible curriculum with substantive individual components for disciplinary 
development outside the menu of MART 330, MART 469 and the recommended 
MART 355 (72 points) in the elective 54 points. This means that students have the 
possibility to specialise in creative writing, the arts, business and information 
science and shape their year for their chosen vocational purpose.  The Diploma 
for Graduates, as a graduate degree, enables to students to apply for an 
allowance, which makes it accessible for less privileged candidates. Presently, 
the Diploma for Graduates in Advertising is the most popular option in the year 
4 offerings of the marketing department for students with a completed 3 year 
tertiary education. 
 

o In the evolving offerings of the portfolio of year 4 options of specialised new 
Marketing Masters, existing PGDip, Honours it will not grow in volume, but will 
continue to have a distinctive profile. In the region-wide tendency for 
inflationary pressures on the attractive stature of graduate degrees - in a for 
instance a 4 year Masters of Marketing accessible without prior tertiary 
marketing education, versus presently a six year Masters of Business or 
Commerce with set disciplinary prerequisites and achievement standards - the 
Diploma will continue its focus on calibration in line with leading industry 
standards, is inspired by the direct competition with comparable competitors in 
order to effectuate a best-in-breed positioning.  
 

o These competing offerings increasingly will not only include comparable New 
Zealand Universities with an advertising specialisation, but also MOOC’s, 
professional early career options from CAANZ that attract post-bachelor’s 
students in an early career phase, and top level commercial offerings that enter 
the region, such as the Miami Ad School.   In terms of its strategic proposition, 
and in spite of Dunedin’s cultural heritage, the University of Otago campus is 
not known or profiled as a hive for contemporary digital and creative industries 
in general. This means that for the best students,  options to seek out top level 
trajectories and future careers in the creative industries are better served by 
options such as the Berlin School of Creative Leadership.  

 
o The department warmly supports the growth of the Diploma for Graduates 

based on its innovative advances in didactic methods and digital platforms, the 
experience consistently engaged students in highly attended lectures, the 
benefits in external reputation it brings, and the satisfaction of alumni.   The 
responsible staff member has participated in the promotional developments of 
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the Diploma for Graduates in general, and the reviews of the Diploma for 
Graduates university wide. In response to the success of the initial years, we 
would like to request for support from the University’s marketing and 
communication office to highlight the success and future attraction for Diploma 
for Graduates Endorsed in Advertising offering in its external promotion.   

 
o The department would like to express its gratitude to the Dr. Willem 

Labuschagne, the Director of the Diploma for Graduates for the consistent 
support in the introduction of the new Diploma, and looks forward to a 
continued long and fruitful collaboration. The responsible staff member would 
like to acknowledge the support of HEDC’s coding and programming team for 
their continued support for the hybrid platforms over the last years and would 
like to thank Gary Witte of Academic Services for his engagement in the draft 
version of this Graduate Year Report.  

 
5. Response to previous Annual Programme Report (if applicable) 

 
State how you have responded to any Divisional Board or other feedback arising from the 
previous year’s Annual Programme Report.  
 
 

o No previous Annual Programme Reports 
 
 
Name of Staff Member Responsible for the Programme: Dr. Roel Wijland 
 
Signature of Staff Member Responsible for the Programme & date:………………………………….. 
 
 
Name of Head of Department: Dr. Robert Aitken  
 
Signature of Head of Department & date:…………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
Name of Dean (if applicable): Dr. George Benwell 
 
Signature of Dean & date:………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
Name of Pro-Vice-Chancellor (or delegate): ………………………………………………………………… 
 
Signature of PVC (or delegate) & date: …………………………………………………………………… 
 


